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1a. Current view of The Frick Collection from Fifth Avenue and 70th Street; Courtesy of Selldorf Architects*

*1a and 1b are available as stills and as a GIF

1b. View of completed Frick Collection expansion and enhancement from Fifth Avenue and 70th Street; Courtesy of Selldorf Architects*
Current view of The Frick Collection (with Frick Art Reference Library building to left) from Fifth Avenue and 71st Street; Courtesy of Selldorf Architects*

*2a and 2b are available as stills and as a GIF

View of completed Frick Collection expansion and enhancement from Fifth Avenue and 71st Street; Courtesy of Selldorf Architects*
3a. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing a current view from 70th Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*

*3a and 3b are available as stills and as a GIF

3b. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing the proposed view from 70th Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*
Elevation (detail) showing a current view of The Frick Collection from 70th Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*

*4a and 4b are available as stills and as a GIF

Elevation of The Frick Collection showing the proposed view from 70th Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*
5a. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing a current view from Fifth Avenue; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*

*5a and 5b are available as stills and as a GIF

5b. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing the proposed view from Fifth Avenue; Courtesy Selldorf Architects*
6a. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing the current view from 71st Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architect

*6a and 6b are available as stills and as a GIF

6b. Elevation of The Frick Collection showing the proposed view from 71st Street; Courtesy Selldorf Architect

**RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTION INFORMATION**

These jpegs are on loan exclusively for publicity purposes. Permission for any other use of this material must be sought separately. Contact mediarelations@frick.org with any questions.

* These photo materials may not be lent or used again for publication without prior permission.
* Downloadable links, such as WeTransfer, may not be forwarded or distributed without prior permission.
* Reproductions may not run off the edge of the paper.
* Reproductions may not be superimposed with type matter or in any way defaced or altered. Exceptions have been granted pending further conversation. To pursue, contact mediarelations@frick.org.
* The word “detail” must appear in the caption with the complete credit line in the event that a detail is used.
* Required for publication: with each image, the collection and photo credits as indicated above must be included in print, online, and with social media posts.
* Publisher shall furnish a complimentary copy and/or PDF of the issue of the periodical or book in which the reproduction(s) appears. Publisher shall send website links for online articles, and screenshots or links for social media posts.